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w 1. Statement of the problem
The new extremal problem considered in this paper, and the form of the solution are suggested by Thurston's beautiful theorem on the structure of topological self-mappings of a surface (Theorem 4 in [21] ). In treating this problem, however, we use none of Thursfort's results and thus obtain also a new proof of his theorem.
Unless otherwise stated all surfaces considered in this paper will be assumed to be oriented and of finite type (p, m), that is homeomorphic to a sphere with p >/0 handles from which one has removed m ~>0 disjoint continua. To avoid uninteresting special cases we assume that 2p-2+m >0.
(1.1)
All mappings between surfaces (or between finite disjoint unions of surfaces) will be assumed bijective, topological and orientation preserving. We recall (see Mangler [15] ) that two mappings of a surface are isotopic if and only if they are homotopic.
A con/ormal structure on a surface S is a mapping a of S onto a Riemann surface. If 
. ([).
We recall that 1 ~<K~< + ~, with K=I signifying that a~o/oa~ 1 is conformal, and K= + co signifying that this mapping is not even quasiconformal. If St=S 2 and al=a2, we write
K~(/) instead of K~, ~(/).
(1) This work has boon partially supported by the National Science Foundation under grant number NSF MCS76-08478. Now let / be a given self-mapping of a surface S. We pose the extremal problem of minimizing K~,(/') by varying the conformal structure a' and by varying/' over the isotopy class of/. A solution, if it exists, is a pair (a0,/0), with/0 isotopic to / and such that Kr ~< K~,(/') for all conformal structures a' on S and all/' isotopic to ]. If so, we call g0 an/-minimal con/ormal structure, and we call ~oofoo~ I an absolutely extremai self-mapping of the Ricmann surface a0(S).
We shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an /-minimal conformal structure, shall characterize absolutely extremal mappings, and shall construct a generalized solution of our problem for the cases in which it is unsolvable as stated. An essential tool in obtaining these results is Teichmfiller's theorem which we proceed to recall. If so, I M I is a real-valued function defined on X; it is required that it be essentially bounded and that its essential supremum k = HM]]~o satisfy k < 1.
A meromorphic quadratic di//erential 9 on X is a rule which assigns to every local para- If (I) is an admissible quadratic differential on X, P E X, and r the order of (I) at P, then there exists a local parameter z defined near and vanishing at P, such that if r = 0, then 9 = zrdz ~ near P; (2.1) ~P = dz 2 near P.
(2.2)
The parameter z is called a natural parameter belonging to (I) at P. It may be multiplied by an (r § root of unity bu~ is otherwise uniquely determined. (i) The order r of (I) at a point PEX equals the order of xF at H(P).
(ii) If z = x + iy is a natural parameter belonging to (I) at P, there exists a natural parameter ~ =~ + i T belonging to ~F at H(P) such that near P the mapping H is represented The easy proof of these assertions is a slight modification Of the argument in w 8 of [3] . Observe that (hi) follows at once from (2.2) and (2.4).
A formal Teichmfiller mapping H: X-+ Y will be called a Teichmiiller mapping if its
initial differential is integrable, holomorphic (which does not prohibit simple poles at the punctures of X), and real on the ideal boundary curves of X, if any.
L. BERS
The Proot. The group of all conformal self-mappings of a l~iemann surface X is finite except if X is of finite type (p, m) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2) or (1, 0). In view of assumption (1.1) this implies the necessity of the condition.
To prove the sufficiency, let f0 be a mapping of a period n + 1 isotopic to/, and let ds be a Riemannian metric on S (for some differentiable structure). Then
ds o = ds + f~(ds) +... + (f~)n (ds)
is a Riemannian metric invariant under /0, so that )t o is a conformal self-mapping of S equipped with the conformal structure induced by ds o.
The argument implies the validity of the following
ADD I T I 0 N T 0 T H E 0 R ~ ~ 1. I/ the sel/mapping / o/S is isotopic to a periodic one, and i/S has m >0 (ideal) boundary continua, then there is an/-minimal con]ormal structure a such that r >~ 0 arbitrarily prescribed boundary continua o/S, as well as all their images under

Towers of f, become punctures of (r(S), while all other boundary continua o/S become ideal boundary curves of a(S).
We proceed to show that in treating the extremal problem stated in w 1 in the case when f is not isotopic to a periodic mapping, we may restrict ourselves to conformal structures a on S for which a(S) has no ideal boundary curves. Such eonformal structures will be called of the first kind, all others will be called of the second kind.
Two conformal structures, a 1 and as, on S will be called similar if every boundary continuum of S is either a puncture of both Riemann surfaces ax(S) and as(S) or an ideal boundary curve of these two Riemann surfaces. 
Since a(S) has at least one ideal boundary curve, we can embed a(S) canonically into It is easy to construct a mapping (q: S-+X and a mapping/1 isotopic to / such that With this metric T(p, n) is a complete metric space homeomorphic to R 6"-6+2m. (That T(p, m) also has a natural complex structure which can be realized by embedding T(p, re) as a bounded domain of holomorphy in C 3~-a+m, and that, according to a theorem by Royden, the Teiehmfitler metric is the Kobayashi metric need not concern us here.) Kravetz [13] showed that the Teiehmfiller space T(p, m) is a straight line space in the sense of Busemann [8] ; see Linch [14] A point re T(p, m) will be called z-minimal if <r, Z@)> =a@). PROPOSITIO~ 
A con/ormal structure a o/ the /irst kind, on a sur/ace S, is/-minimal i/and only i/ [a] is/*-minimal.
Proo/. Let h denote the unique extremal mapping in the isotopy class of no/on -1. If a is/-minimal and/1 is isotopic to/, then, for every conformal structure al of the first kind
hence [~] is/*-minimal. The converse statement is verified in the same way, taking into account the Corollary to Theorem 2.
THV.OR]mM 3. An element o/the modular group is elliptic i/and only i/it is periodic.
This is a well-known result. The necessity is, of course, trivial. If/* has a fixed point, there is a conformal structure (r on the surface considered and an/t isotopic to / such that no/ton -1 is conformal. Hence there is an integer n>0 with (ao/lo(r-1)n=id, and (/*)n=
The sufficiency statement is a rather deep result going back to Nielsen. A brief proof, based on the Paul Smith periodicity theorem and on the fact that the Teiehmiiller space is a cell, is due to Fenchel [12] , see also Kravetz [13] . A new proof is contained in Thurston's theory. A self-mapping / of S will be called reducible if it is isotopic to a reduced mapping, ir. reducible if it is not.
THEORI~M 4. 11 I is an irreducible sell-mapping of a sur]ace S, the modular trans]ormation 1" induced by ] is either elliptic or hyperbolic.
The proof will be preceded by several lemmas. In these all Riemann surfaces X are assumed to have U as the universal covering surface, and all geometric concepts refer to the Poincard metric. We recall, that every free homotopy class of closed curves on X contains a unique geodesic, that a geodesic freely homotopic to a Jordan curve is itself a Jordan curve, and that no closed geodesic on X can be deformed into a point m a puncture on X.
LEM~A 1 (Wolpert [22]). Let / be a quasicon/ormal mapping o/a Riemann sur/ace X onto a Riemann sur]ace ](X) and C a closed geodesic on X ol length 1. Then 1(C) is ]reely homotopic to a closed geodesic on/(X) o/length l' with
This sharp inequality replaces a cruder one, based on Mori's theorem [17] , which I used originally. Wolpert's elegant proof is reproduced for the convenience of tl~e reader.
Represent X and/(X) as X = U/G, I(X) = U/G', G and G' torsion free Fuchsian groups, and lift the mapping 1: X~/(X) to a mapping F: U~ U. Then FGF -1 =G' and K(F) =K(/).
Let g E G be a hyperbolic element whose axis projects onto C under the natural map-ping U-+ U/G =X. Then the axis of g'= Fogo F -1 projects onto the geodesic freely homotopic to/(C). Let G 6 and G~ be the cyclic groups generated by g and g', respectively. Then This is a known result; we include a proof for the sake of completeness.
Let C be a geodesic Jordan curve on X of length l. A collar D about C of width 2b is a domain homeomorphic to an annulus, with Cc Dc X, bounded by two Jordan curves C' and C", freely homotopic to C, such that every point on C' or on C" has distance b from C. If C 1 is a geodesic Jordan curve intersecting C, then C 1 must contain an arc in D joining a point on C' to a point on C". Hence the length ll of C 1 satisfies l~ > 2b.
According to the Keen-Halpern collar lemma, in the sharp form due to Matelski [16] , there always is a collar about C of width 2b, with
Let ~0 >0 be so small that 2b >~0 for l <80. This 80 has the required property. In this section we characterize absolutely extremal self-mappings of a Riemann surface.
We recall (cf. w 1) that these are quasiconformal mappings whose dilatation cannot be decreased by varying the mapping within its homotopy class and by varying the conformal structure of the underlying surface.
We begin with an elementary result. 
., gn(v). Now let ~' be any point in T(p, m). Using the fact that Z is an isometry, and the triangle inequality, we have n(T, Z(T)) = (T, Z(T)) + (Z(T), Z2(T)) -~-... + (Xn-l(T), Zn(T))
= (~, z"(z)) < (z, ~') + (~', z"(~')) + (z"(~'), z"Cr)) < (r, ~') + (~', z(v')) + (z(v'), z~(r')) +... + (z"-l(~'), Zn(r')) + (Z"(r'), Z"(v)) = 2(~, ~:') +n(~', Z(r')).
Since n is arbitrary, (~, Z(~)) ~< (z', Z(v')) and since v' is arbitrary, v is z-minimal.
COROLLARY 1 TO TH~OR~I 5. A non-periodic element o/1YIod (p, m) is hyperbolic i/ and only i/it leaves a line invariant. C o R 0 L L A R Y 2 T 0 T H ~ 0 R E M 5. 1//is a sol]-mapping o/a sur]ace S and/* is hyperbolic, then ] has infinitely many essentially distinct ]-minimal con/ormal structures. Proo/. If a is/-minimal, in] lies on a line l invariant under/*. Every al such that in1] e l is/-minimal, and a eonformal mapping a(S) ~(r1(S ) exists only ff there is a modular transformation Z with X([a])=[aa].
Remarks. It follows from Thurston's theory that a modular transformation has at most one invariant line. It would be desirable to prove this using quasiconformal mappings.
Earle [10] showed that the function <~,/*(~)> is differentiable at all points of T(p, m) at which it does not vanish, and that every critical point of this function is an absolute maximum point.
T~]~OR~M 6. Let X be a Riemann sur/ace o/ /inite type (p, m), with 2p-2+m>O, compact except/or m punctures. A mapping w: X~X is absolutely extremal i/and only i/it is either con/ormal or a Teichmiiller mapping satis/ying the/ollowing two equivalent conditions:
(a) the mapping w 2 =wow is also a Teichmiiller mapping and Assume now that w is absolutely extremal, so that (6. 3 
) holds. Since K(w 2) <~K(w) 2 and K(h)<~K(w 2) for all mappings w: X~X, (6.3) implies that K(h)=K(w ~) so that, by
Teiehmiiller's theorem, w e =h and (a) holds.
On the other hand, if (a) holds, h =w 2 and (6.1) implies (6.3), so that w is absolutely extremal.
Next we represent X as U/G, G Fuchsian and torsion free, and, using the canonical 
~(z) = e(w(z)) W~(z)/W~(z).
On the other hand, the Beltrami coefficient ~(z) of W~= W(W(z)) is easily computed to be v(z) ft(z) +/x(z)
(6.9)
+fi(z)/~(z)
where Also, he? ~ coincides with the identity along the are 0<Re ~<6, Im ~=0.
ft(z) = g( W(z)) W~(z)/W~(z).
Next we define the mappings g'l .... , g~ by (7.4), the parameter z~ by (7.5) and proceed as before. Of course, we will have z~ = c~Z~ where the c~ are constants with (c~y > 0. Proo/el (A). Since / is not isotopic to a periodic mapping, (7.8) certainly holds if A 1 = 1.
We assume now that A 1 > 1.
Without loss of generality we may assume that each (~(Cj) is a geodesic on (r(S). But W is also a lift of a mapping w: Z~Z with the property: win(S11)= a o ff 'o a-l[ a(Sll ) . We conclude that F~ can be written as F'I = a'o w'o (a') -1 where the mapping a': Sll-+Z is a conformal structure on $11 and w' is isotopic to/n'[S11. Since A 1 > 0, the mapping /N,[ $11 is not isotopic to a periodic one and neither is F'I. Since the Riemarm surface Z has boundary curves, F~ cannot be absolutely extremal (cf. Theorem 2) so that and for each inner puncture P, a Jordan arc ~p emanating from P and a local parameter $p=xp+iyp defined near and vanishing at P such that the following conditions hold.
K(F'~)>K(F~)=A~ ~. But K(F'~)=K(W')=K((/')N'), and the inequahty K((/')~)>A~ ~ imphes (7.8).
Proo] o] (B)
The domain of definition of zp contains ~p, and in terms of zp the arc ~e is given by 0~<xp~<l, yp=O. If P and Q are two inner punctures, then ~p and aQ intersect only if P=Q, and if gkj(P)=Q, then g'kj(P)=Q, g~j(ap)=~Q, and mapping g~s]a~ is given by xQ=xp.
We denote by X~j the complement in Xkj of the ares ~e emanating from the inner There is a mapping go: Xo~Xo such that golX'~j=g'ks for all k, j. The 2r segments ap give rise to r Jordan curves A1 ..... A~ on X 0 such that g0(As) =A~<j), ~ being a permutation of (1 ..... r). Furthermore, for every Aj, there is a local parameter ~j defined in a domain containing A j, such that ~j(Aj) is the unit circle, and the mapping g01Aj is given by ~j = ~=(j) = e i~ 0 ~< 0 ~< 2~. Clearly, K(go) < A~ +e, (7.14) in view of (7.13).
Let R>0, and let Z denote the product of the unit circle $=e ~~ 0 real, with the segment -R<t<R. This is a Riemann surface of type (0, 2) with two ideal boundary curves, on which t +iO is a (multiple-valued) holomorphic function. Let XR denote that is isotopic to /. Now, by (7.15) and (7.16),
if R is large enough. Thus (7.8) holds.
Re~narIc. 
w 8. Restatement of the results
It is instructive to restate the results obtained above using the concept of a l%iemann surface with nodes.
A Riemann sur/ace with nodes X is a connected one-dimensional complex space such that every point P E X has a fundamental system of neighborhoods each of which is isomorphic either to the disc Izl <1 in C or to the set ZlZ2-O, Izll <1, ]z21 <1 in C2; in the second case P is called a node. Let N be the set of nodes of X. Every component of X -N is called a part of X; it is an ordinary (non-singular) Riemann surface. Note that we do not require N to be non-empty. Hence a non-singular Riemann surface is a special case of a Riemann surface with nodes.
We assume that all Riemann surfaces with nodes X occurring below are of/inite type and stable. This means that X has finitely many par~s, and each part X 0 is of some finite type (P0, m0) with 2p0-2+m0>0. We call X o/ the first kind if no part of X has ideal boundary curves. This follows from Theorem 6 and from the proof of Theorem 7. 
THEO~E~ 9. Given a sell-mapping / of a surface S, there exists amappingf isotopic to f, a continuous surjection a o] S onto a Riemann sur/ace a(S) with nodes and ol the ]irst kind and an absolutely extremal sell-mapping g o I a(S) such that
Furthermore, a(S) may be chosen as nonsingular i//is isotopic to a periodic mapping, must be so chosen i/ / is irreducible, and must have at least one node if / is reducible and not isotopic to a periodic mapping.
The proof follows from Theorem 1, Theorem 4, Theorem 6 and the statement and proof of Theorem 7. In the case where / is reducible the map a is obtained by combining the structures aej used in that proof. The details are left to the reader.
w 9. Thurston's theorem
In order to state the theorem one needs the concept of a pseudo-Anosov di//eomorphism.
For our purposes the following definition is convenient. A pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism of a surface S of finite type is a mapping which can be written as a-logoa where a is a mapping of S onto a Riemarm surface X, without boundary curves, and g: X->X is a
Teichmiillor mapping whose initial and terminal quadratic differentials coincide.
The equivalence of this definition with that by Thurston follows from the following observations.
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus p and P1 ..... Pm distinct points on X.
Let (I) be an integrable meromorphic quadratic differential on X, whose only singularities are at P1 ..... Pro; these singularities can be only simple poles. Then the horizontal and vertical trajectories of (I), that is, the curves along which (I)>0 or (I)<0, are the leaves of two transversal foliations on X-(P1 .... , Pro}, with only n-pronged singularities, n >2. THEOREM 10 (Thurston [21] show that [ is isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism if and only if/* is hyperbolic.
